Lost Constellations: The Art of Tara McPherson by Tara McPherson

Cute Artwork

Loss, love, and loneliness. Altered forms and transfigured ideas. Power and vulnerability. Parallel universes of the heart and mind. Space and time. In a few brief years, the stunning visual oeuvre of Tara McPherson has grown and evolved at thrilling speed. Expanding beyond the limits of rock poster art into the worlds of commercial illustration and fine art, her paintings, drawings, toys, sculptures, and installations have pushed her influence and authority across the breadth of creative expression and helped redefine the boundaries of pop surrealism. Lost Constellations: The Art of Tara McPherson Volume 2 is the compelling road map to the artists most recent and ambitious journeys in paint, pencil, and vinyl.

My Personal Review:
Creative, vibrant, original, different, sad, happy, beautiful. These images are ones you want to look at over and over again, and share with everyone you know! Tara is an amazing artist to say the very least! Her colors that she uses are soo well-thought out and absolutely perfectly meshed together. The ebb and flow is followed through and through with each paint stroke, with every thought, with each face, look, eyes... everything. This is a must-have table book! Her art is timeless and reaches out to every age and everyone in unique ways. You will become a Tara Fan immediately after the first look through this book-GUARANTEED!
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